
 

 

Transforming User Generated Content 

Spotlyte is a marketing tool for today’s digital marketer.   Tame and repurpose user 
generated content, content from around the web, and owned media and transform it into 
dynamic branded experiences.  On the web, mobile, or in person, Spotlyte has the 
perfect campaigns and displays to increase user engagement, boost trust, and increase 
sales.  

Built for the busy digital marketing team, Spotlyte is accessible on the cloud from any 
device.  Simple yet powerful tools to create digital experiences for:  Branded Social 
Hubs, Hashtag Campaigns, Product Campaigns, Product Activations, Shoppable 
Product Galleries, and more.  

Design and customize content sources and displays to engage audiences everywhere 
they go.   Spotlyte enables marketing teams to focus their creativity on their brand and 
reaching their audience.  

 

 

Spotlyte is a Freemium SaaS.  Free trials can be started at https://www.getspotlyte.com 

Press Assets:  Video, Screenshots, Signage, and Logos    

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCU7FJRHu7KiN4Erv1_uF33g/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ph6vuoezr6n1vr0/screenshots.zip?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/678n30x1y832gno/spotlyte_logos.zip?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6vn75zjtljia95s/eventdisplays.zip?dl=0
https://www.getspotlyte.com/


 

Powerful Curation and Editorial Control 

Define rules to curate your best content from across the Web and all social networks. 
Specify rules to automatically ban unrelated or spam content.   Create tags and rules to 

automatically categorize content. 
. 

Featured and Custom Tiles 

Feature certain posts and tiles for 
more attention from audience 
and readers.  Define custom 
action tiles that direct readers to 
perform certain actions.  

Call To Actions 

Create product galleries that link influencer content to your product purchase pages. 
Annotate and embellish UGC to increase 
engagement.   

Display Anywhere 

On your website, on mobile, on a conference 
projector, in a stadium display, or office lobby. 
Dynamic and modern social media walls to embed 
anywhere.  

Modern Themes and Customizations 

Keep readers engaged with themes and tools catered for rich media and video. Mobile 
ready and responsive themes to guarantee readers can access your website from any 
devices.  

Real Time Engagement Tools 

Use screen takeovers, leaderboards, and hashtag polls to turn live events into 
interactive and engaging audience experiences. 

Analytics 

Measure campaign effectiveness, see what’s trending and what the community is 
buzzing about.  Find top influencers and convert them to advocates.   

 



 

For Brands 

Brands use Spotlyte to highlight excitement around their brand and products with social 
content hubs.  Product activations become opportunities to engage and feature 

customers.  

For Retail 

Online stores turn UGC into shoppable product 
galleries.  Tag posts with information that guide 
users through the purchase.  

For Publishers 

Publishers couple in depth articles with 
snackable real time content produced by the public.  Dynamic, up to date content to 
keep readers returning daily. 

For Organizations 

Organizations use Spotlyte for employee 
advocacy and corporate communications. 
Simple corporate displays and newsletter.   

For Events 

Event Planners employ digital signage themes 
that animate, slide, and flip new content into 
view.  Engagement tools and widgets to interact with the audience.  

For Agencies 

Powerful team based features to enable managing 
several client campaigns simultaneously. 

For Communities and Non-Profits 

Universities and nonprofits utilize the powerful 
aggregation tool to bring an entire digital 
community into one space.   

 

 

 



 

Plans and Features 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About Spotlyte Labs 

Spotlyte Labs builds tools for today’s digital marketer to create dynamic and engaging 
brand experiences.  They are the makers of Spotlyte, a cloud based marketing tool used 
by marketers and brands, large and small, from across the world.   

Spotlyte Labs was founded in 2014 by David Tien.  After over a decade in the corporate 
world managing and designing mission critical software and hardware products used by 
companies such as Lockheed, NASA, and GE, he decided to strike out on his own and 
build products that he would use himself.  This eventually led to the creation of Spotlyte.  

Based in Mountain View, California.  Spotlyte Labs is a small team of engineers, 
designers, and creatives looking to transform the way brands interact with their 
customers and audience.   

Contact:  

info@getspotlyte.com 

650 Castro Street Suite 120-430 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

(650) 539-8318 

 

 

 

David Tien  

Twitter:   @DavidSpotlyte 

 

 

https://www.twitter.com/davidspotlyte
mailto:info@getspotlyte.com

